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Abstract

Prototypical methods have recently gained a lot of at-
tention due to their intrinsic interpretable nature, which is
obtained through the prototypes. With growing use cases
of model reuse and distillation, there is a need to also
study transfer of interpretability from one model to an-
other. We present Proto2Proto, a novel method to trans-
fer interpretability of one prototypical part network to an-
other via knowledge distillation. Our approach aims to add
interpretability to the “dark” knowledge transferred from
the teacher to the shallower student model. We propose
two novel losses: “Global Explanation” loss and “Patch-
Prototype Correspondence” loss to facilitate such a trans-
fer. Global Explanation loss forces the student prototypes
to be close to teacher prototypes, and Patch-Prototype Cor-
respondence loss enforces the local representations of the
student to be similar to that of the teacher. Further, we pro-
pose three novel metrics to evaluate the student’s proxim-
ity to the teacher as measures of interpretability transfer
in our settings. We qualitatively and quantitatively demon-
strate the effectiveness of our method on CUB-200-2011
and Stanford Cars datasets. Our experiments show that
the proposed method indeed achieves interpretability trans-
fer from teacher to student while simultaneously exhibiting
competitive performance. The code is available at https:
//github.com/archmaester/proto2proto

1. Introduction
Interpretability in machine learning helps humans under-

stand the reasoning behind a model in arriving at a particular
decision. From an end-user’s perspective, interpretability
increases the trust in the models, eventually leading to bet-
ter machine learning systems, especially the ones involved
in making high-stake decisions. Lipton [28] points out vari-
ous desiderata for interpretability like trust, causality, trans-
ferability, etc. In the past decade, the primary focus of
the vision community was on designing models to improve
performance on tasks like classification, object detection,
segmentation, etc. Deep learning models such as CNNs

[12, 40, 44] have played a considerable role in this success.
However, they are often criticized as non-interpretable due
to their black-box nature.

To add interpretations to the CNN models [?], numer-
ous efforts falling into categories of model approximation,
exemplar-based, gradient-based and concept-based inter-
pretations have been studied in recent years. In this work,
we specifically focus on methods that perform model ap-
proximation using prototypes, which allow both post hoc in-
terpretability (explaining in terms of concepts after a model
is trained) and ante hoc interpretability (learning to pre-
dict and explain through prototypes jointly during training
itself). ProtoPNet [6] and ProtoTree [33] are two recent
methods that add interpretability to prototypical models.
ProtoPNet learns class-specific prototypes, while ProtoTree
learns class-agnostic prototypes to provide global and lo-
cal interpretability. However, the efforts in this space are
nascent, with no effort yet to translate to shallower networks
or transfer interpretability through the learned prototypes to
other models, which could have many applications in model
compression, few-shot learning, continual learning, etc.

Knowledge Distillation (KD) is a well-known technique
to transfer the “dark” knowledge from the Teacher model
to a Student network. Many works [1, 7, 9, 13–16, 23, 34,
35,37,46,47,51,53] have focused on improving the perfor-
mance and faithfulness of the student model to the teacher
model in terms of accuracy, without much focus on the in-
terpretability aspect. Liu et al. [29] distilled a black-box
deep learning model to a decision tree to make it more in-
terpretable. Song et al. [41] constructed an intermediate
decision tree to capture the intrinsic problem-solving pro-
cess of the teacher and transfer it to a student. The goal
of these few works was to add interpretability to a black-
box teacher model through knowledge distillation. We, on
the other hand, consider an already implcitly interpretable
teacher model and show how our distillation method can
retain faithfulness of interpretability while transferring to a
student model.

To this end, we present Proto2Proto, a novel method to
transfer the interpretability of one prototypical part network
to another. We consider a Teacher network, whose inter-
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Note how our P2P prototypes are very similar to the teacher's
prototypes, while the baseline student obtains very different ones
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Figure 1. Comparison of sample prototypes of test image between Teacher, Baseline Student and Proto2Proto (P2P) Student.

pretability we would like to transfer to a shallower Student
network. Prototype in this paper refers to a latent represen-
tation of a training image with a smaller spatial dimension
called a patch. It represents the prototypical part of im-
ages allowing finer comparisons similar to the prototypes
defined in ProtoPNet [6]. Fig. 1 illustrates the motivation
of our approach. For a given test image, we visualize top-k
prototypes, which play the most significant role in the de-
cision making. We compare these prototypes of teacher,
baseline student and our student. As evident, our student is
more faithful to the teacher in retaining similar prototypes
to make decisions compared to baseline student.

In particular, we propose two novel losses: Global Ex-
planation loss and Patch-Prototype Correspondence loss
to achieve our objective of transferring the interpretabil-
ity of the teacher to the student. In prototypical networks
[6, 33, 39], knowledge is stored in the prototypes that these
models learn. These prototypes can act as global explana-
tions for the model, i.e., irrespective of the input, the model
can tell which parts/regions it may focus on to make deci-
sions. Global Explanation loss helps to transfer these global
explanations or prototypes to the student.

Similarly, for a given input, local representations ob-
tained from the model are compared with the prototypes to
determine which prototypes are present in the image. Based
on the activations of prototypes, the model recognizes the
image. Hence, it becomes important to generate similar ac-
tivations of prototypes, for a given input, to recognize an
image like the teacher. Patch-Prototype Correspondence
loss helps to achieve this objective. It mimics the local rep-
resentations of the teacher for which prototypes become ac-
tive. Unlike [37], which mimics the entire feature map of a
teacher for knowledge transfer, we propose to mimic local

representations of the teacher that activate prototypes.
Since this is the first such effort, to validate whether we

have achieved our objective, we propose three new metrics:
(i) Average number of Active Patches (AAP), which deter-
mines the average number of local representations which
are active for the model. It is used to evaluate the Patch-
Prototype Correspondence, with a motive of bringing this
value of the student close to the teacher; (ii) Average Jac-
card Similarity of Active Patches with Teacher (AJS),
which determines the overlap of the active local represen-
tations of the student to the teacher. It is calculated for a
pair of models, namely, teacher and student. The higher its
value, the closer the student is to the teacher. It is also used
to evaluate the Patch-Prototype Correspondence; and (iii)
Prototype Matching Score (PMS), which evaluates how
close the prototypes of the student are w.r.t. the teacher.
It is used to evaluate the transfer of Global Explanations.

We summarize our contributions as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, we present the first attempt
to transfer interpretability from a prototypical teacher to
a student model.

• We propose two novel losses, Global Explanation loss
and Patch-Prototype Correspondence loss for the knowl-
edge transfer. We show that with our approach, the final
layer decision module of a teacher can be used for the
student directly as is, without relearning.

• We propose three evaluation metrics to determine the
faithfulness of the student to the teacher in terms of in-
terpretability.

• We perform a comprehensive suite of experiments on
benchmark datasets which show the effectiveness of our
method.
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2. Related Works

2.1. Interpretability

Interpretability for machine learning models can be pro-
vided as post-hoc explanations or as self-explanations.
While the former gives intuition about the trained black-box
model [8,19,21,22,32,55], the latter tries to understand the
complex decision process by modifying architecture dur-
ing training [2, 38, 54]. Existing interpretable models can
be divided into four major types [26], namely, gradient-
based, model-approximation based, conceptual interpreta-
tion and example-based methods. Our focus in this paper is
on model-approximation and example-based methods. Ei-
ther globally or locally, the model-approximation methods
approximate the representations using a self-explanatory
model such as linear models and decision trees. Local mod-
els like LIME [36] focus on local similarity neighbourhood.
While global models like soft decision trees [17, 24, 43],
adaptive neural trees [45] approximate the entire deep neu-
ral models. On the other hand, example-based methods
[11, 18] compare input images with exemplar images to in-
terpret a single input image. Since exemplars are too spe-
cific, prototypical models [4, 20] approximate the model
within a set of prototypes. These learned prototypes do not
focus much on the decision process; their capacity is lim-
ited interpretability. By combining model approximation
methods with prototype-based models, performance and in-
terpretability can be handled.

Recently proposed models like ProtoPNet [6], ProtoTree
[33] use the above concept to improve interpretability and
focus on model’s decision process. ProtoPNet learns class-
specific prototypes representing parts of a class approxi-
mated by a linear model for decision making. ProtoTree
learns class-agnostic prototypes approximated by a decision
tree making the architecture hierarchical. Our proposed
work focuses on transferring the interpretable knowledge
stored in these prototypes to a shallower network.

2.2. Interpretable Knowledge Distillation

A lot of works focus on the design and development
of small models applicable in a resource-constraint deploy-
ment. Knowledge Distillation is one such model compres-
sion method to improve the performance of small student
models using a large teacher model. It distils the dark
knowledge by mimicking the logits [3], or soft labels [14]
from teacher to student. Survey papers on knowledge dis-
tillation covering distillation strategies, student-teacher ar-
chitectures and the recent findings can be viewed to get the
background on this setup [10, 50]. Even though a plethora
of literature for knowledge distillation is present, very few
works have been proposed to focus on the interpretability
aspect of knowledge distillation.

Interpretability in knowledge distillation is commonly

achieved by transferring the teacher’s dark knowledge into
interpretable tree-based models in one form or the other.
Post-hoc interpretations were obtained for the dark knowl-
edge by varying the inputs to trees such as matching log-
its [30], soft targets or using different types of trees archi-
tecture viz soft decision trees [17], vanilla decision trees
, adaptive neural trees [45], Neural backed decision trees
[49], Gradient boosting trees [5] and generalized additive
models [31]. Instead of using representations from the deep
neural networks, Tree-Network-Tree architecture [27] at-
tempts to learn a tree-based model in the input space to
extract the decision path and form an embedding represen-
tation. This is further used to learn a neural network whose
soft labels are used to distill knowledge into another tree-
based model. This three-step process helps in making the
model interpretable due to the extractable decision paths
from the distilled tree. Most of the attempts above focus on
relieving the tension between accuracy and interpretability.
Due to the constraints on input/weight space, the knowledge
could not be completely distilled into the student, or the dis-
tilled models could not be used to their full capability.

Another line of thought is to use visualization meth-
ods for interpretation. DarkSight [52] uses a simple inter-
pretable classifier such as Naive Bayes’ as a student model
to mimic the dark knowledge. Applying low dimensional
representation to data and jointly optimizing on model com-
pression objective, the visualizations obtained on the net-
work’s predictions provides interpretability.

One close work to our proposed method attempts to
mimic the decision-process of the teacher in a layer-wise
manner, instead of the teacher’s output [42]. They construct
a decision tree using agglomerative clustering on the layers
of the teacher model and use it to train the student model.
Knowing the decision process in each layer makes the stu-
dent model interpretable.

Our proposed work differs from the all above methods
in transferring the dark knowledge (i) stored in the form of
prototypes (ii) even without re-learning the decision module
of the student. We also retain the faithfulness to the teacher
in terms of interpretability. It also mimics the decision
process made by the teacher, hence the student model can
be trained to its full capacity without forgoing the perfor-
mance. In terms of interpretability, the model is inherently
interpretable due to the usage of an interpretable model for
training a teacher.

3. Proto2Proto: Proposed Methodology
Prototypical methods [6, 33, 39] learn a tuple of proto-

types P = (pi)
m
i=1, where pi ∈ Rd, which are representa-

tions of the most important regions in the training dataset.
They facilitate a refined recognition of images. These meth-
ods usually contain four modules: backbone, add-on, com-
parison and decision module. The input image x is first
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Figure 2. Our proposed architecture for training a “Proto2Proto” Student model via Knowledge Distillation. It shows information flow
between teacher and student, as well as the inference processes (black arrows: forward information flow, purple arrows: backpropagation
in student, blue arrows: loss terms introduced in our work for teacher-student alignment).

Figure 3. Effect on Active Patches by varying τ using L2 as a metric. The binary activation mask M is upscaled and overlayed on the
image for visualization, for different values of τ . The highlighted part of the image shows the active patches.

Notations Description

f(x) Backbone features for input x
ω(x) Add-on features (matched against the prototypes) for input x
P A tuple of prototypes
p Single prototype
M Binary mask of active patches

L (x) Set of local patches for input x
lij(x) ijth local patch for input x
τ Distance threshold to determine an active patch
C Number of classes

Table 1. Notations defined in the paper. The notations are super-
scripted by T or S to denote teacher or student, respectively.

passed on to the backbone module to obtain a feature map
f(x) which is then passed on to an add-on module to obtain
a feature map ω(x) ∈ RH∗W∗d. The add-on module outputs
HW local representations or patches of dimension d. We
denote them by a set L (x) = {l11(x), l12(x), .....lHW (x)},
where lij(x) ∈ Rd. Note that the dimensionality of proto-
types is same as local representations, i.e., d. The compar-
ison module then compares L (x) with P using similarity
scores. The scores between the prototypes and their nearest
patch are then passed on to the decision module. In ProtoP-
Net [6], the decision module is a fully connected layer with
dimensionality |P | ∗ C, where C is the number of classes.

Also, each prototype belongs to a particular class which
makes the weights of the decision module sparse. ProtoP-
Share [39] improves on ProtoPNet and additionally merges
semantically similar prototypes using novel data-dependent
merge-pruning algorithm. In ProtoTree [33], the decision
module is a decision tree where the prototypes are arranged
as nodes of the decision tree. For clarity, the notations with
descriptions are mentioned in Table 1.

A typical information flow in prototypical models is ex-
plained as follows: a) Inference in ProtoPNet :- Input im-
age x is passed through CNN to obtain a set of features
L (x). For each prototype p, we compute its L2 distance
with set L (x), the distances are then inverted to get simi-
larity scores and the maximum similarity score is then com-
puted using maxpooling. |P | similarity scores thus ob-
tained are then fed to fully connected layer of size |P | ∗ C
to get the output logits. b) Inference in ProtoTree :- Here,
prototypes are arranged as internal nodes of a soft, binary
decision tree (user-provided structure). Maximum similar-
ity scores, obtained as above are then normalized to [0, 1]
which act as probability values. For each prototype node,
routing is done based on comparing max similarity score
with pre-set threshold values. Leaf nodes store the classifi-
cation predictions.
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In our setup, we transfer the knowledge of a trained pro-
totypical teacher model to a student model not only to im-
prove the performance of the student in terms of accuracy
but also to bring it closer to the teacher in terms of in-
terpretability. We denote a learned tuple of prototypes of
teacher model by P T and a learnable tuple of prototypes
of student model by PS . The global interpretability of the
teacher is contained in its prototypes since they implicitly
represent the parts/regions the model focuses on to make
the decisions. For input image x, the local interpretability
depends on the pair (L T (x),P T ), since the decisions are
taken based on the distance between P T and local repre-
sentations L T (x). In order to transfer this knowledge, it is
necessary that the student agrees with the teacher on local
representations and prototypes. To achieve this, we propose
two losses: Global Explanation loss and Patch-Prototype
Correspondence loss. We first define active patches to
determine which local representations are associated with
the prototypes. Next, we define Patch-Prototype Corre-
spondence loss, which forces the student to agree with the
teacher on active local representations. Finally, we define
Global Explanation loss which forces the student to agree
with the teacher on the prototypes.

Active Patch: In comparison module, each prototype is
associated with the closest local patch and only the associ-
ated local patches are involved in the decision making. We
call such patches as active. For input x, let k(x) ∈ L (x) be
a local patch. We define a function Active for local patch
k(x) as below.

If ∃p ∈ P s.t. D(k(x), p) = D∗ ≤ τ

where D∗ = min
i,j

D(lij(x), p)

and i, j ∈ {1, 2, ....H}, {1, 2, ....W}

(1)

Active(k(x), τ,P ) =

{
1 if Eq. (1) is satisfied
0 Otherwise

(2)

where τ is a distance threshold and P is a tuple of proto-
types as defined earlier. The local patch k(x) is said to be
active if there exists a prototype p ∈ P such that the dis-
tance of p from k(x) is minimum among all local patches
L (x) and less than τ . The hyperparameter τ controls the
maximum distance allowed to define an active patch. Fig. 3
shows the effect of τ on the number of active patches. As
observed, the number of active patches decrease with the
value of τ . We refer to τ as τtrain during training and τtest
during testing.

Patch-Prototype Correspondence Loss: Romero et al.
[37] proposed to mimic the local representations of the
teacher as hints to the student to improve the performance
of the student. We propose to transfer only the active local

representations of the teacher’s add-on layer to the student
to improve its interpretability as well. We identify the ac-
tive patches of the teacher for input x, and represent it as a
binary activation mask MT which is defined as:

MT (x)[i, j] = Active(lij(x), τtrain,P
T )

∀i, j ∈ {1, 2, ....H}, {1, 2, ....W}
(3)

We now define the Patch-Prototype Correspondence loss as:

Lppc =
1

N

N∑
n=1

∥∥ MT (xn) · [ωT (xn)− ωS(xn)]
∥∥
2

(4)

where N is the number of training images, ωT (xn) and
ωS(xn) are the outputs of the add-on layer of teacher and
student respectively, for input image xn.

Global Explanation Loss: To achieve our objective, the
student should agree with the teacher on the prototypes.
Global Explanation loss forces the prototypes of the student
model to be close to that of the teacher model. We define it
as:

Lglobal =
1

m

m∑
i=1

D(pTi , p
S
i ) (5)

where D is a distance metric (cosine, euclidean, etc.) and
m is the number of prototypes. We term this as the Global
Explanation loss, because the prototypes are globally inter-
pretable, i.e, without any input we can tell which region they
are focusing on. We use Euclidean distance as a metric in
our experiments.

Model Loss: It denotes the corresponding losses of the
prototypical part methods [6, 33]. For ProtoPNet, we refer
to Lmodel as Lppnet and for ProtoTree, Lptree.

The total loss is given by:

Ltotal = Lmodel + λglobalLglobal + λppcLppc (6)

where λglobal and λppc are the hyperparameters which are
used to balance the losses.

3.1. Evaluating Interpretability Transfer

Since this is the first such effort on interpretability trans-
fer on prototypical networks, we also propose three eval-
uation metrics to determine the proximity of the student
model to the teacher model in terms of interpretability. Note
that the aim of our evaluation metrics is not to evaluate the
interpretability of individual models but to evaluate inter-
pretability transfer between teacher and student models.

Average number of Active Patches (AAP): We had ear-
lier stated that the student should agree with the teacher on
local representations and prototypes. To achieve agreement
of the former, we introduced Lppc loss. AAP is one of the
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metrics which evaluates Lppc. We define the average num-
ber of active patches of model m as:

AAP(τtest,P ) =
1

N

N∑
n=1

H∑
h=1

W∑
w=1

Active(lhw(xn), τtest,P )

(7)
where N is the number of images, τtest is the distance
threshold, P is a tuple of prototypes of model m (ideally,
the notation should be Pm, for simplicity we ignore m),
and Active is defined in Eq. (2). The closer the value
of AAP of student to that of teacher, the better the inter-
pretability transfer.

Average Jaccard Similarity of Active Patches with
Teacher (AJS): For AAP score, we counted the number
of active patches. Here, we determine the overlap of the
active patches of student with teacher to find out the simi-
larity between them. AAP score is calculated for individual
models whereas AJS is calculated for a (student, teacher)
pair. We assign a unique identifier to all active patches of
an image. For image x, A(x) = {..., idij(x), ...}, where
idij(x) = UNIQUE-ID(ij) and Active(lij(x), τtest,P ) =
1. We define Average Jaccard Similarity between active
patches of student S and teacher T as follows:

AJS(S,T ) =
1

N

N∑
n=1

∣∣AT (xn) ∩ AS(xn)
∣∣

|AT (xn) ∪ AS(xn)|
(8)

where N is the number of images. AT and AS are the ac-
tive patches of teacher and student, respectively. Note that
AJS(T ,T ) = 1 serves as the target upper bound for the
student model.

Prototype Matching Score (PMS): Now, we define a
metric to evaluate Lglobal. The intuition is to compute a
matching score to measure the closeness between proto-
types of teacher and student. To compute this score, the ex-
act correspondence between teacher & student prototypes
is required, which is unknown. Hence, we use Hungarian
matching algorithm (HMA) to match the prototypes. Note
that HMA may not be required to match teacher prototypes
with our student as there will be a sequential mapping be-
tween the two (Eq. (5)) but is needed for baseline student.

The prototypes across models are distributed in differ-
ent spaces, a direct comparison between the two using a
distance metric is not trivial. Hence, we determine the sim-
ilarity of prototypes across models in terms of local patches
which activates the corresponding prototype. In AJS, we
maintained a list of active patches for a given input im-
age. Here, we maintain a list of active patches across all
the images, for each prototype, to determine the similar-
ity of prototypes of two models. We use Modified-Jaccard-
Similarity as a distance metric to compare the prototypes

of the teacher and the student. Algorithm 1 summarizes the
overall idea. Please refer Supplementary material for details
on Modified-Jaccard-Similarity.

Algorithm 1: Prototype Matching Score (PMS)

Input: T - Teacher, S - Student, D - Test/Val Dataset
Output: Prototype Matching Score (PMS)

1 numSamples = |D|
2 Initialize Teacher Prototype list, QT =

{
qT1 , ......, qTm

}
, where

qTi = ϕ ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ...m},
∣∣PT

∣∣ = m

3 Initialize Student Prototype list, QS =
{
qS1 , ......, q

S
m

}
, where

qSi = ϕ ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ...m},
∣∣PS

∣∣ = m
4 for i = 1 : numSamples do
5 for j = 1 : m do
6 kT = argminh,w D(lThw(xi), p

T
j )

7 qTj = qTj ∪ UNIQUE-ID(kT , xi)

8 kS = argminh,w D(lShw(xi), p
S
j )

9 qSj = qSj ∪ UNIQUE-ID(kS , xi)

10 end
11 end
12 score-matrix = Modified-Jaccard-Similarity(QT , QS )
13 matching-scores = Hungarian(score-matrix)
14 return Average(matching-scores)

4. Experimental Results
We demonstrate our proposed method and perform

experiments on the fine-grained classification benchmark
datasets CUB-200-2011 [48] and Stanford Cars [25]. To
have fair comparison, our experimental setting is similar to
the setup in ProtoPNet [6] and ProtoTree [33]. We have ex-
perimented with various architectures like ResNet [12] and
VGG [40]. For each setting, we have the results of teacher,
baseline student and Proto2Proto student (Ours). The mod-
els are evaluated on interpretability using AAP, AJS and
PMS as defined in Section 3.1. Apart from this, we also
evaluate all the models based on top-1 accuracy since we
do not want to compromise on accuracy in favour of inter-
pretability. The architectures ResNet50, and VGG19 were
used for the teacher model and ResNet18, Resnet34, and
VGG11 were used for the student model. Hyperparameter
details can be found in the Supplementary Material.

Table 2 shows the performance of our proposed ap-
proach. Our student outperforms the baseline student in all
our experiments. It is able to achieve on par or even ex-
ceed the teacher’s performance in some cases. For example,
VGG19 → VGG11 (KD), our method gives a 5.83% abso-
lute increment in accuracy compared to the baseline stu-
dent. A similar trend is observed for ResNet architectures
on CUB and Stanford Cars. The evaluation metrics AJS
will be 1 for the teacher model since the model is similar to
itself. This metric shows how close the student model is to
the teacher model. As seen from the results, our proposed
student model is closer to the teacher in all settings com-
pared to the baseline student. A similar argument holds for
PMS, how close the student prototypes are with the teacher
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Datasets Method Setting AAP AJS (↑) PMS (↑) Top-1 Accuracy (↑)
C

U
B

ProtopNet VGG19 (Teacher) 29.10 1.0 1.0 77.97
ProtopNet VGG11 (Student) 37.92 0.58 0.36 71.62

Ours VGG19 → VGG11 (KD) 29.29 0.73 0.81 77.45
(+0.15) (+0.45) (+5.83)

ProtopNet Resnet50 (Teacher) 20.24 1.0 1.0 79.20
ProtopNet Resnet18 (Student) 39.77 0.42 0.18 75.47

Ours Resnet50 → Resnet18 (KD) 19.23 0.71 0.74 79.80
(+0.29) (+0.56) (+4.33)

ProtopNet Resnet50 (Teacher) 20.24 1.0 1.0 79.22
ProtopNet Resnet34 (Student) 18.17 0.30 0.16 78.31

Ours Resnet50→ Resnet34 (KD) 19.33 0.73 0.79 79.89
(+0.43) (+0.63) (+1.6)

C
A

R
S

ProtopNet Resnet50 (Teacher) 29.22 1.0 1.0 85.31
ProtopNet Resnet18 (Student) 32.67 0.45 0.14 79.96

Ours Resnet50 → Resnet18 (KD) 29.61 0.62 0.73 84.00
(+0.17) (+0.59) (+4.04)

Prototree Resnet50 (Teacher) 21.35 1.0 1.0 85.70
Prototree Resnet18 (Student) 23.60 0.46 0.12 77.87

Ours Resnet50 → Resnet18 (KD) 21.55 0.59 0.65 81.50
(+0.13) (+0.53) (+3.63)

Table 2. Results of Proto2Proto student (Ours) on ProtoPNet [6], ProtoTree [33] for multiple architectures like ResNet, VGG experimented
on CUB and Stanford Cars. Evaluated performance using Top-1 Accuracy and interpretability using metrics AAP, AJS and PMS

prototypes. The value will be 1.0 for the teacher model it-
self. For example, for CUB, ResNet50 → ResNet18 (KD),
the increase is 0.56 in absolute values between baseline stu-
dent and proposed student. The strength of our proposed
student comes in the interpretability aspect along with per-
formance. This is observed in all the experimental results
as the metric AAP, AJS, and PMS are improving for our
student compared to the baseline student model. For exam-
ple, in ResNet50 → ResNet34 (KD), even though the per-
formance difference is much less than other models, AJS
and PMS metrics shows an increase of 0.43 and 0.63 in ab-
solute values, respectively. Hence the proposed model is
interpretable without forgoing accuracy. Additional results
on the above experiments can be found in the supplemen-
tary material.

Method/Setting |P | AAP AJS (↑) PMS (↑) Acc. (↑)
Baseline + PShare 960 10.69 0.20 0.13 70.15

Ours + PShare 960 13.69 0.33 0.70 74.01
(+0.13) (+0.57) (+3.86)

Table 3. Results of pruning ResNet18 baseline student and our
student model pruned using ProtoPShare [39] (PShare) on Cars

4.1. Ablation studies

Ablation on losses We perform experiments with various
combinations of losses to demonstrate the effectiveness of
our approach. Table 4 summarizes our results. As evident,
adding the individual losses improves the performance on

all metrics and all three losses combined performs even bet-
ter. We additionally perform experiments by reusing the
teacher’s decision module for the student. It significantly
boosts interpretability scores and accuracy. Notice that we
get a minor benefit in interpretability scores by removing
Lppnet. However, the accuracy is more with Lppnet. Hence,
we use the last setting in our experiments.

Lppnet Lppc Lglobal Reuse AAP AJS PMS Accuracy
✓ 39.77 0.42 0.18 75.47
✓ ✓ 31.26 0.49 0.31 75.19
✓ ✓ 30.59 0.54 0.61 77.63
✓ ✓ ✓ 20.89 0.70 0.69 78.11

✓ ✓ ✓ 19.29 0.72 0.76 79.44
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 19.23 0.71 0.74 79.80

Teacher 20.24 1.0 1.0 79.20

Table 4. Performance of ResNet18 student on different losses on
CUB dataset using ResNet50 teacher . The column ”Reuse” indi-
cates whether we use teachers decision module for student.

Ablation on pruning ProtoPShare [39] introduced a
novel prototype-merging strategy to join semantically sim-
ilar prototypes. They significantly reduced the number of
prototypes of ProtoPNet model without much drop in ac-
curacy. In Table 3, we summarize the results of pruning.
We prune the baseline student and Proto2Proto student from
2000 to 960 prototypes, using ProtoPshare. We observe that
our Proto2Proto model significantly performs better than
baseline model even after pruning.
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Hungarian Matched Prototypes of
Students with Teacher

Figure 4. Comparison of prototypes (each prototype projected to
the nearest latent training image patch) of Teacher and Student
(Baseline and Proto2Proto). The Student prototypes are matched
with that of Teacher’s via Hungarian Matching Algorithm.

Comparison with KD methods Since our focus is
on adding interpretability via knowledge distillation, to
demonstrate efficacy of our method, we have compared
against Relational Knowledge distillation (RKD) [34] and
Hint Loss [37]. Baseline student is trained with Pro-
toTree/ProtoPNet loss only. Our method performs signif-
icantly well on interpretability scores as compared to the
existing KD methods. In terms of accuracy, we get a mi-
nor improvement over RKD but on interpretability scores,
we perform significantly better. This shows that our method
performs on par with existing KD methods and enjoys in-
terpretability for distilled dark knowledge. Additional abal-
ation studies can be found in supplementary.

Setting AAP AJS (↑) PMS (↑) Acc. (↑)
Teacher 29.22 1.0 1.0 85.31

Baseline Student 32.67 0.45 0.14 79.96
Hint [37] 28.13 0.48 0.15 81.52
RKD [34] 30.85 0.53 0.27 83.31

Ours 29.61 0.62 0.72 84.00

Table 5. Comparison with state-of-the-art Knowledge Distillation
methods on Cars with Resnet50 (Teacher) and Resnet18 (Student)

5. Visualization
Figure 4 shows the prototypes learnt by the teacher, base-

line student and Proto2Proto student. As discussed before,

the prototypes of our student model are closer to the teacher
model compared to the baseline student. For example, the
prototype 1 of teacher focuses on the windshield of the car
and prototype 2 focuses on the bonnet, which are also cap-
tured by the corresponding prototypes of Proto2Proto stu-
dent model. The baseline student model, however, focuses
on the background instead of the windshield and bonnet.
As shown in Figure 1, the top-5 activated prototypes of our
proposed student are similar to that of teacher’s as they fo-
cuses on the wings of the bird compared to the baseline stu-
dent which focuses on the neck for a given test image. This
shows that our Proto2Proto model can mimic the teacher
well, and the resulting prototypes retain faithfulness to the
teacher compared to the baseline student. For visualizing
the prototypes for ProtoPNet decision module, similar ap-
proach of using highly activated train image patch of the
learnt prototype and upsampling it as described in [6] is
used. Please refer Supplementary Material for more visu-
alizations on ProtoTree/ProtoPNet for CUB and Cars.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
Recent approaches have focused on designing implicit

interpretable models. However, they lack the capacity to
transfer knowledge in terms of interpretability. We pro-
posed a novel framework to transfer the interpretability of
teacher to student, to aid the student in making decisions
like teacher. Further, we proposed three evaluation metrics
to demonstrate the efficacy of our approach and reported
significant performance improvement across all metrics on
our student model. Extending our approach to other tasks
like continual learning, transfer learning, can be an excel-
lent future direction.
Broader Impact and Limitations. Our work has no known
social detrimental impact. In the current setup, we require
the teacher and student to have same number of prototypes.
However, the number of parameters added by the prototypes
are often very less as compared to the feature extractor.
Also, as shown in Section 4.1, existing pruning strategies
work on our student as well which partially addresses this
issue. The proposed Prototype Matching Score uses jaccard
similarity to compare the prototypes of different models. A
more straightforward way would be to use a distance metric
(Euclidean, cosine, etc.). However, it is non-trivial to apply
such a distance metric in our setting. Prototypical models
are usually ensembled at the logits layer to obtain improved
performance. Such a setup will require to evaluate inter-
pretability between ensemble of teachers and ensemble of
students. A further study is required to apply the proposed
evaluation metrics in such a setup.
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